HANC
situated in the canton of Chef Boutonne. The 253 inhabitants

resistants received a drop of two tons of arms on the land at
police, almost all the men involved were arrested and then
by the BBC to announce the mission was “Et s’il n’en reste qu’un,
je serai celui-là” (“if only one remains, that one shall be me”).

HÉRISSON

IRAIS

Irais is a small commune of
about 200 inhabitants. It
is picturesque because of
its landscapes - dominated
by huge plains like those
at Marnes and situated in
the countryside around
Thouars.
Saint Paul’s church was
d’Aulnay, the Viscountess
of Thouars. The church was

The arms were transported on a cart pulled by oxen and the
The arms from the second drop were also temporarily hidden
that the Germans might have seen the smoke from the
of the powder but when the smell started to come through
the ground the arms were again moved and hidden in a pile
of beetroot which was to be used for animal fodder. Once
winter came and the beetroot pile started to get smaller, the

Unfortunately the church was partly destroyed during the wars
of religion when the protestants destroyed the spire on the bell
tower. (Photo Wikipedia,Père Igor).

Infantry of Parthenay.

underground river which is now dry.

booklet about the monument , also available at the museum.
(
)

JUILLÉ

JUSCORPS

Juscorps is in the canton of Prahecq. Situated at 15km from Niort,
the commune is crossed by the stream ‘The Courance’ which runs
from East to West. Juscorps is a rural commune but the agricultural
growers on the commune. There are about 350 inhabitants on the
commune and they are known as Juscorpsiens or Juscorpsiennes.

LAGEON

a height of 150m above sea level.
erected in memory of
resistants in the Bressuire
and Parthenay area, was
situated in the centre of the
Parthenay - Bressuire area.
A ceremony is held at the
memorial every year on the

The main people involved in the

